Integration Reports over the years
Benefits of Transit Integration

- Makes transit easier to use
- Saves agencies money
Schedule

- Spring: initiation
- Summer: generate content and compile draft report
- Fall: finalize and release report to TPB
- By December 1: transmit report to State legislature
What’s in the 2017 Report?

15 stories with some highlights to follow

• Transit agency integration

• Transit-special needs coordination
Transit-special needs coordination
Transit-special needs coordination

Adult Day Health Express

- Partners human service providers, MultiCare, WSDOT, Sound Transit, Pierce County, DSHS

- Provides customers more direct and dedicated service with fewer service time constraints

- Allows for more efficient scheduling and fare payment
Transit agency integration
Regional ORCA Marketing and TDM Project

- Puget Sound Transit Coordination Grant funded 2017-2019
- Agency collaboration focuses on increasing ORCA card usage in targeted geographies
- Used a regional marketing campaign to distribute 22,000 ORCA cards
Next Steps

• Candidate story for 2018 report?

• Finalize topics

• Generate content

• Final draft in Fall 2018
Thank you.